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Co2(OH)(PO4) has been prepared from hydrothermal synthesis and characterized from powder x-ray dif-
fraction. The nuclear and magnetic structures have been determined by neutron~D2B and D1B! diffraction
data. The structure consists of a three-dimensional framework in which Co(1)O5-trigonal bipyramid dimers
and Co(2)O6-octahedra chains are simultaneously present. The EPR spectrum of Zn2(OH)(PO4):0.1%Co at
4.2 K shows a strong anisotropy of theg factor. The values obtained for theg tensor and the hyperfine coupling
constants for the octahedral symmetry wereg155.890, g254.550, and g352.021 and A15240
31024 cm21, A25155310
24 cm21, and A3585310
24 cm21. Signals corresponding to the five-
coordinated Co~II ! ions were also observed. Magnetization measurements show the presence of two maxima at
circa 75 and 15 K, respectively. The first peak was attributed to a three-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering
and the second one reveals the existence of a spin-glass-like state. This state with a cooperative freezing was
also confirmed by both ac susceptibility measurements and magnetic irreversibility observed in the zero-field-
cooled–field-cooled signals. From low-temperature neutron-diffraction data, antiferromagnetic ordering is es-
tablished with an ordering temperature of 71 K. The propagation vector of the magnetic structure isk
5@0,0,0#. The magnetic moments at 1.7 K are ferromagnetically coupled between CoO6-octahedra chains and
the Co2O10 dimers in thez direction. The values obtained for the magnetic moments are: 3.39(7)mB @Co~1!#
and 3.84(5)mB @Co~2!#. The absence of any anomaly in both the specific heat and thermal evolution of the
magnetic moments below;20 K confirms the blocking process of a spin glass behavior. The crystal-field
splitting of the Co21 ions causes a single ion anisotropy along thez ~c-axis! direction, giving an Ising character
in which the local spins from the Co~1! dimers are frozen. A magnetic frustration in the Co~1! magnetic
moments is observed as due to the presence of antiferromagnetic interactions between Co~2! neighbor chains.
It is to note the existence of a Co(1)-O(3)(PO3)-Co(2) superexchange angle with a value of 107° that
involves ferromagnetic couplings between chain and dimer neighbors ferromagnetically coupled. This ex-
change pathway together with the anisotropy and frustration could be the responsible of the spin glass behavior
observed in the three-dimensional antiferromagnetic Co2(OH)(PO4) ordered phase.




























The great ability of phosphate and arsenate framework
stabilize different oxidation states is produced for the re
tively high charge inXO4
32 tetrahedra that favors the forma
tion of anionic frameworks with a high degree of mecha
cal, chemical, and thermal stability.1,2 These compounds
minerals in some cases, offer a considerable number of s
tures which can give rise to original physical propert
~magnetic, heterogeneous catalysis, ion exchange, op
etc! with potential applications. Hydrothermal techniqu
can be used as an adequate synthetic method to prepare
erals or complex phosphates and arsenates of transition
als, where a systematic variation of the temperature and p
sure can originate interesting structural phases.
The complex structural chemistry of minerals of formu
ABXO4 has been known for many years,
3 and several struc
tural types have been elucidated for this general form
The adamite-type M2(O/OH)(XO4) family includes















7 and Al2OSiO4 ~andalusite!.
8
In addition, the Co2(OH)(AsO4) phase has been found i
solid solution with adamite.9 The crystal structure of
Co2(OH)(PO4) was recently published.
10 Unfortunately,
even if good crystals for x-ray structure determination we
obtained, powdered pure phases were not prepared. This
precluded carrying out any study on the physical proper
of this material. However, by changing the synthetic meth
and using mild hydrothermal reactions starting from a kno
precursor and checking thepH of the mixture reaction al-
lowed us the attainment of Co2(OH)(PO4) as a pure phase
The crystal structure of Co2(OH)(PO4) contains two dif-
ferent topologies for the metal ions, such as the octahe
and trigonal bipyramidal~Fig. 1!. The @Co(2)O4(OH)2# oc-
tahedron shares two opposite edges with two neighbo
octahedra to form a linear chain propagated along thec axis.
The two trigonal bipyramids@Co(1)O4(OH)# constitute a
dimer by sharing an edge. The dimeric unit, the linear ch
of the octahedra, and the anion tetrahedra share cor
thereby forming a three-dimensional network. Consider




































































J. M. ROJOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!the nature~anisotropy and spin-orbit coupling! of the Co21
ions, interesting physical properties should be expected.
In this work we report, as far as we are aware, on the fi
ordered phosphate Co2(OH)(PO4) with a spin-glass behav
ior. Spectroscopic and magnetic properties are discusse
order to investigate the nature of the anomalies showed
the magnetic measurements. Neutron powder diffraction
periments allow us to determine the magnetic structure of
low-temperature ordered phase. The thermal evolution of
magnetic moments suggests that below;20 K these are
practically saturated.
II. EXPERIMENT
Co2(OH)(PO4) was synthesized by mild hydrotherm
conditions starting from the Co3(PO4)28H2O phase, which
was previously described.11 Approximately 0.2 g of this pre-
cursor were disgregated in 35 mL of water and were pla
in a poly~tetrafluoroethylene!-lined stainless steel containe
~fill factor 75%! under autogeneous pressure generated b
temperature of'180 °C for one week. The content of Co an
P in the microcrystalline purple powdered sample was ca
lated by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission sp
troscopy with an ARL Fisons 3410 spectrometer, confirm
the Co2(OH)(PO4) chemical formula.
An x-ray powder diffraction pattern was collected on
Philips X’PERT automatic diffractometer in Bragg-Brenta
geometry operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. The CuKa radia-
tion (l51.5418 Å) was employed with steps of 0.02° in 2u
and fixed time counting of 1 s in the 5°<2u<80° range.
Neutron powder diffraction measurements were perform
on the D1B and D2B powder diffractometers, at the Instit
FIG. 1. Polyhedral view of the crystal structure
Co2(OH)(PO4) in the @001# direction. Light and dark octahedra ar
occupied by the Co~1! and Co~2! ions, respectively. The PO4 groups
are represented by the dark tetrahedra. Open circles correspo













Laue-Langevin of Grenoble, using wavelengths of 2.52 a
1.595 Å, respectively. About 5.0 g of Co2(OH)(PO4), con-
tained in a cylindrical vanadium can and held in a liqui
helium cryostat, were employed in both experiments. T
high resolution of D2B was used to obtain extensive a
accurate structural data of cobalt hydroxyphosphate at ro
temperature, at 30 and 2 K, respectively, over a large ang
angle 0<2u<160°. D1B has a 400-element linear multid
tector covering an angular range of 80°. The high flux a
medium resolution of D1B were used to study the therm
evolution of the sample, in the temperature range 1.7–150
The diffraction patterns were collected every 2 K for 5 min
in the angular range 10<2u<90°. The Rietveld method12
was used to refine the crystal and magnetic structures. All
data, from x-ray as well as from neutron diffraction, we
analyzed with use of theFULLPROF ~Ref. 13! program suite.
For the patterns the backgrounds were fitted to a polynom
refinable function. The D1B patterns were refined sequ
tially, taking as starting parameters of each pattern those
sulting from the refinement of the proceeding one. A pseu
Voigt function was chosen to generate the line shape of
diffraction peaks. The structure determined by using x-
single crystal data10 was used as a starting model for th
refinements.
Spectroscopic measurements were studied by both dif
reflectance and electron paramagnetic resonance. The
visible spectrum was collected on a Cary 2415 spectrom
and registered at room temperature in the 5000–50 000-c21
range. The EPR measurements were recorded on a Br
ESP 300 spectrometer at 4.2 K. The temperature was s
lized by an Oxford Instrument~ITC4! regulator. The mag-
netic field was measured with a Bruker BNM 200 gaussm
ter, and the frequency inside the cavity was determined us
a Hewlett Packard 5352B microwave frequency counter.
Magnetic susceptibility measurements~dc! were per-
formed in an applied field of 0.1 T over the temperatu
range 4.2<T/K<300 using a Quantum Design MPSM-7 s
perconducting quantum interferency device magnetome
Data were collected after both zero field cooling and fie
cooling of the sample. Magnetization was measured a
function of field in the range27<H/T<7 at a temperature
range after cooling the sample in a zero field. For the
magnetic susceptibility, we used a standard quantum
PPMS system with an alternate excitation field of 1 Oe a
frequencies between 10 and 104 Hz. Heat capacity measure
ments were also carried out by a relaxation method, a
using a PPMS system. The sample was a plate of 0.3-




The x-ray powder diffraction data were used to evalu
the purity of the product obtained in the synthesis. The d
were fitted using the pattern matching routine of the progr
FULLPROF,13 in the Pnnmspace group with the cell param
eters reported by Harrisonet al.10 ~from single-crystal data!
































SPIN-GLASS BEHAVIOR IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!the final refinement, concluding that the compound obtai
corresponds to a pure phase. The x-ray refined unit-
parameters are a58.043(1), b58.380(1), and c
55.953(1) Å, very close to those reported in Ref. 10:a
58.042(3), b58.369(2), andc55.940(2) Å.
The room-temperature D2B powder neutron diffracti
pattern was refined using the Rietveld method taking as s
ing model the Co2(OH)(PO4) crystal structure reported in
Ref. 10. The experimental, calculated and difference neu
powder diffraction profiles for Co2(OH)(PO4) are shown in
Fig. 2. The room-temperature structural parameters and
reliability factors from D2B data refinement are summariz
in Table I.
The final refined positional and thermal parameters
given in Table II: As can be seen two independent crysta
graphic sites for cobalt and one for phosphorus are prese
the compound. The main interatomic distances and an
for the cobalt hydroxyphosphate compound are listed
Table III.
B. Spectroscopic measurements
The diffuse reflectance spectrum of Co2(OH)(PO4)
shows the spin-allowed transitions of the CoO6 octahedral
chromophore,4T1g→4T2g , 4A2g , and 4T1g(P) at the fre-
quencies 8450, 15 450, and 18 350 cm21, respectively. The
Dq and theB Racah parameters, calculated by fitting t
experimental frequencies to an energy-level diagram for
octahedrald7 system,14 are 720 and 875 cm21, respectively.
Other bands at frequencies of 6400, 7000, 11 100, 15 8
and 19 600 cm21 were also observed. These bands were
tributed to the 4A28→4A19 , 4A29 ; 4E9; 4E8; 4A28(P), and
4E9(P) spin-allowed transitions of the CoO5 trigonal bi-
pyramid chromophore.
The EPR spectroscopy also indicates the presence o
octahedral CoO6 and trigonal bipyramidal CoO5 symmetries
in this compound. In order to obtain a good resoluti
of the EPR spectrum we doped 0.1% Co in a matrix
Zn2(OH)(PO4) which is isoestructural with the cobalt phas
The spectrum at 4.2 K is shown in Fig. 3~a!. It can be de-
FIG. 2. Observed~crosses!, calculated~solid line!, and differ-
ence ~at the bottom! neutron diffraction~D2B, ILL! profiles of
Co2(OH)(PO4) at room temperature. Vertical marks correspo


















scribed in terms of a spin doubletS5 12 interacting with a
single 59Co nucleus (I 5 72 ) as it is simulated in the theoret
ical EPR spectrum of Fig. 3~b!. This effective spin doublet
arises from the splitting of the4T1 term through spin-orbit
coupling and local distortion of the octahedral sites.15 It
shows the strong anisotropy of theg factor and hyperfine
coupling constant characteristic of Co21 ions in distorted
octahedral environments. Theg values obtained areg1
55.890,g254.550, andg352.021. The observed value fo
the sum of the three orthogonalg values (gs512.46) is in
good agreement with the theoretical value near 13 propo
by Abragam and Pryce.16 The hyperfine splitting parameter
A15240310
24 cm21, A25155310
24 cm21, and A3585
31024 cm21 are similar in magnitude to those observed
Mg2(OH)(AsO4) doped with Co
21 and other related Co~II !
compounds,17–20 with six O22 ions as the nearest neighbo
of Co21.
TABLE I. Details of full-profile refinements from neutron
diffraction pattern at room temperature for Co2(OH)(PO4). Single-
crystal unit-cell parameters from Ref. 10:a58.042(3) Å, b
58.369(2) Å,c55.940(2) Å, andV5399.8 Å3.
Compound Co2(OH)PO4










2u step-scan increment~°! 0.05
No. of reflections 444
No. of profile parameters 35
Reliability factors~%!:
RP5(uyi ,obs2(1/c)yi ,calcu/(yi ,obs 3.69
RWP5@(wi uyi ,obs2(1/c)yi ,calcu2/(wi@yi ,obs#2#1/2 4.62
RB5@(uI obs2I calcu#/(I obs 10.1
x2 1.27
TABLE II. Final refined positional and thermal parameters fro
the neutron-diffraction pattern~D2B! at room temperature for
Co2(OH)(PO4).
Atom x/a y/b z/c B ~Å2!
Co~1! 0.360~1! 0.364~1! 0.5 0.6~1!
Co~2! 0.5 0 0.252~1! 0.6~1!
P~1! 0.2476~7! 0.2405~5! 0 0.9~7!
O~1! 0.1083~6! 0.1135~5! 0 0.90~3!
O~2! 0.4139~4! 0.1470~6! 0 0.90~3!
O~3! 0.2318~4! 0.3472~3! 0.2098~4! 0.90~3!
O~4! 0.3821~6! 0.1244~5! 0.5 0.90~3!
H~1! 0.274~1! 0.0809~9! 0.5 2.1~1!6-3
J. M. ROJOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!TABLE III. Main interatomic distances~Å! and angles~°! for Co2(OH)(PO4) ~D2B, RT!. Symmetry























2 2z; v i 52x, 2y, 2z; v i i 5x, y, 2z; v i i i 5x, y, 12z.
BOND DISTANCES~Å!
Co(2)O4(OH)2 Co(1)O4(OH)
Co~2!-O~2! 2.062(9)32 Co~1!-O~4!H 2.02~1!
Co~2!-O~4!H 2.038(8)32 Co(1)-O(1)i i 2.09~1!








O~2!-Co~2!-O~2! 86.4~4! O(1)H-Co(1)-O(1)i i i 77.9~4!
O~2!-Co~2!-O~3!H 97.6(3)32 O~1!H-Co~1!-O~3! 97.6(4)32
O(2)-Co(2)-O(3)v 90.6(3)32 O(1)i i -Co(1)-O(4)i i i 168.2~5!
O(2)-Co(2)-O(4)i 171.0(4)32 O(1)i i i -Co(1)-O(3) 121.1(4)32






















erFurthermore, other weak absorption bands were also
served in the EPR spectrum, at around 210 mT, which ca
attributed to a small portion of Co~II ! ions placed in the
trigonal bipyramidal positions of the crystal structure. Theg
values corresponding to this symmetry were determined
FIG. 3. Experimental~a! and simulated~b! EPR powder spectra
of Co21 in Zn2(OH)(PO4) at 4.2 K.09440b-
be
a
complete EPR study of the Zn2(OH)(PO4): 0.1%Co and
other hydroxiarsenate2Co~II ! compounds.21 In this work a
spin doubletS5 12 was also found as the ground state wh
the crystal field of the trigonal bipyramidal together with th
spin-orbit interactions are considered.
C. Magnetic properties
Variable temperature magnetic susceptibility measu
ments of Co2(OH)(PO4) have been carried out on a pow
dered sample in the 4.2–300-K temperature range. Figu
shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic an
ciprocal susceptibilities. At high temperatures (T.100 K)
the thermal evolution ofxm follows a Curie-Weiss law,x
5C/(T2u), with Cm53.59 cm
3 K/mol Co21 and u5
263.5 K. The molar magnetic susceptibility increases fro
room temperature with decreasing temperature and reach
first maximum at circa 70 K, indicating that a long magne
order is established at this temperature. At low temperatu
(T,20 K) other strong magnetic signal centered at 13
appears~see Fig. 4!. The negative Weiss constant togeth
































SPIN-GLASS BEHAVIOR IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!5.9mB at room temperature to 0.2mB at 4.2 K, imply that the
dominant interactions between neighboring Co~II ! ions are
antiferromagnetic.
Thermoremanent magnetization~TRM!, as a function of
temperature, between 4.2 and 100 K, is given in Fig. 5~a!.
The TRM curve was measured atH50 after cooling from
T.TN under a magnetic field of 0.1 T. Its value decreases
increasing the temperature up to 7 K where an up turn is
observed. After a small maximum atT513 K (Mr
'35 emu/mol) the TRM strongly decreases and then,
tween 20 and 50 K the remanent magnetization was pra
cally constant with a value of 5 emu/mol. By increasing t
temperature above 70 K, the remanent magnetization red
to zero, as corresponds to a paramagnetic state. The
tence of a remanent magnetization different from 0 below
K reflects the existence of a ferromagnetic component, wh
is larger below 20 K. In fact, the magnetization variati
with the magnetic field atT515 K shows a small hysteres
loop in which theHc andMr values are 25 G and 9 emu/mo
respectively@see Fig. 5~b!#. At this temperature the satura
tion is not reached. Below 15 K the observed hysteresis l
is less than that of 15 K with relatively small coercitivit
commonly observed in spin glasses22 @see the inset in Fig
5~b!#.
The results of the magnetization at low fields, measu
warming under 0.1 T after cooling down from room tempe
ture first without an applied field@zero field cooled~ZFC!#
and subsequently under applied field@field cooled~FC!#, are
shown in Fig. 6. The low-temperature behavior is charac
ized by a sharp maximum in the ZFC-FC signals at 13
Magnetic irreversibility can be observed below this tempe
ture being the magnetization measured after cooling
sample in the applied field~FC! constant down to 7 K. At
temperatures higher than 15 K no difference between Z
and FC magnetization is observed. The magnetic irrevers
ity is lower for an applied magnetic field of 1 T~see the inset
of Fig. 6!. The effect of irreversibility observed in the mag
netization curves is characteristic of a spin-glass-like beh
ior.
ac measurements are given in Fig. 7. The real (x8) and
imaginary (x9) components of the susceptibility at 100 H
FIG. 4. Thermal evolution of the molar magnetic susceptibil

















FIG. 5. ~a! Temperature dependence of the magnetization
tween 4.2 and 100 K for Co2(OH)(PO4). ~b! Magnetization vs.
applied magnetic field at 15 K. The inset shows the measurem
at 10 K.
FIG. 6. Low field ZFC-FC magnetization of th
Co2(OH)(PO4) showing the blocking process atT513 K taken at














































J. M. ROJOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!with an ac field of 1 Oe are shown in Fig. 7~a!. The maxi-
mum observed at 70 K in the (x8) measurements is assoc
ated with the long-range order interactions. The lack of
sorption in out-of-phase (x9) ac susceptibility in this
temperature region indicates the presence of antiferrom
netic order, in good agreement with the results obtained fr
xm vs T. Strong peaks are observed in bothx8 and x9 at
around 15 K indicating the presence of a magnetic transi
of different nature than the previous one. A detailed analy
of the ac susceptibility has been performed around this t
perature. The ac susceptibility curves were measured at
ferent frequencies@see Fig. 7~b!#. The values are independe
of the frequency up to the proximities of the maximu
which is frequency dependent. The peak height decre
and the position of the maximum shifts to higher tempe
tures with increasing frequency. The influence of a sup
posed dc field was also studied@Fig. 7~c!#; the ac suscepti-
bility shows a strong dependence on magnetic field, and
FIG. 7. Evolution with temperature of the ac susceptibility
Co2(OH)PO4 measured with an ac applied fieldHac51 Oe ~a! In
phase (x8) and out-of-phase phase (x9) susceptibilities at a fre-
quencyn5100 Hz. ~b! x8 susceptibility curves at different excita
tion frequencies. The inset show the evolution of the maximu
temperature with frequency; see the text.~c! x8 susceptibility











peak nearly disappears under an applied magnetic field
2000 Oe. These dependences are consistent with a coo
tive freezing of individual magnetic moments, as occur
spin glasses, the freezing temperatureTf being defined as
that corresponding to the maximum inx8.
The specific-heat data between 1.8 and 150 K are sh
in Fig. 8. The heat-capacity measurements exhibit a th
dimensional magnetic ordering peak at 70 K. The tempe
ture at which this~l-type! peak appears is nearly the same
that obtained from the magnetic susceptibility measureme
(T'70 K). The strong increase ofCp at higher temperature
is due to the lattice contribution (Cppho). The high tempera-
ture of thel-type peak does not permit to calculate the ma
netic contribution (Cpmag) in a accuracy way. This contribu
tion is relatively important compared with the phonon one
low temperatures. However, the phonon contribution
around the magnetic transition~70 K! is approximately four
times larger. We tried to estimateCppho by fitting the experi-
mental data above thel-type anomaly to the Debye mode
however, a large difference between both the theoretical
experimental data was observed. The reason of such disc
ancy can be attributed to the presence in the unit cell
atoms such as Co and P with higher masses than those o
O and H atoms. Therefore, more than one phonon spect
can be present in the compound. We intended to determ
Cppho from a theoretical method using the Debye mod
which usually best followCppho in a wide temperature
range. In this framework, the simplest model is to consi
the existence of two different phonon spectra. In this way
the number of atoms in the unit cell isN, we supposen1
atoms with a Debye temperatureu1 andn25(N2n1) atoms
with a Debye temperatureu2 . Therefore, there are three fre
parameters, namely,n1 , u1 , andu2 . The best fitting is ob-
tained forn155.8, u151141 K, andu25267 K. The good
quality of the fit~see the continuous line in Fig. 8! as well as
the meaning of the obtained values@the number of ions as
sociated with the largest Debye temperature are nearly
number of the lighter ions~6!# allow us to consider that this
phenomenological model determine reasonable well the p
s
FIG. 8. Specific heat of Co2(OH)PO4 between 1.8 and 150 K
Experimental data~full points!, estimated phonon contribution~full






































SPIN-GLASS BEHAVIOR IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!non contribution. The magnetic contribution was calcula
asCpmag5Cp2Cppho ~see Fig. 8!. In addition to thel-type
peak at the ordering temperature, we can also observe
existence of a shoulder at around 30 K which can be att
uted to a spin glass-like behavior where a broad anomal
Cpmag usually appears at temperatures higher than the fr
ing one.
D. Low-temperature neutron diffraction
1. Magnetic structure refinements
The low-temperature D2B diffraction patterns were c
lected at 30 and 2 K below the first and second magne
transitions, respectively. Both patterns exhibit extra magn
peaks indicating that Co2(OH)(PO4) is magnetically ordered
at these temperatures. Extra diffraction peaks were cle
observed in the neutron pattern at 30 K with a very inte
magnetic reflection atd58.36 Å. Nevertheless, no new ex
tra magnetic contributions are observed at 2 K indicating
absence of either a new or different magnetic ordering at
temperature, in good agreement with the magnetic data.
D1B diffraction pattern at 1.5 K shows a better resolution
the magnetic reflection atd58.36 Å, indicating the exis-
tence of two resolved magnetic peaks in this angular ra
~see Fig. 9!. All magnetic peaks can be indexed with a prop
gation vectork5(0,0,0) referring to the room-temperatu
~RT! unit cell, indicating that both the magnetic and nucle
unit cells are similar.
The possible magnetic structures compatible with
Pnnmcrystal symmetry has been evaluated with the help
Bertaut’s macroscopic theory23 that allows one to determin
the symmetry constraints between each magnetic mome
Co21 belonging to the same general crystallographic po
tion. The magnetic atoms occupy two different special si
Co~1! atoms~namedR! are in a 4g position and are num
bered~1! x, y, 12; ~2! 2x, 2y,
1
2; ~3! 1/21x, 1/22y, 0; ~4!
1/22x, 1/21y, 0. Co~2! atoms~namedS! in a 4f position
and are numbered~1! 12, 0, z; ~2!
1
2, 0, 2z; ~3! 0,
1
2, 1/21z;
~4! 0, 12, 1/22z. The Ri and Si atoms from the two subla
FIG. 9. Refinement~D1B! of the Co2(OH)(PO4) neutron-
diffraction profile at 2 K~the intensity is in arbitrary units!. The
position of the Bragg reflections for the crystallographic~first row!
and magnetic~second row! structures are presented. The differen





















tices are present in the crystal structure. In the unit cell t
dimers (R1 –R2 andR3 –R4) and two chains ( –S1 –S2 –
and –S4 –S3 – ) are present. Using the method developed
Bertaut and taking into account the restrains imposed by
independent symmetry elements of the space groupPnnm
along the three directionsx, y, andz, the possible orientations
of the magnetic moments in every sublattice were calcula
The agreement between the observed and calculated dif
tion patterns for each possible magnetic structure has b
tested. The best agreement was obtained with the magn
FIG. 10. Projection of the magnetic structure onto the bc pla
Black and white spheres representing the two types of Co crys
lographic ions~sublatticesR andS!. The directions of the electronic
spins in thez axis are marked.6-7
-
J. M. ROJOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!FIG. 11. Thermal evolution of the neutron









































ia-moments in thez direction.
In the case of theR sublattice@Co~1!#, the relationship
between the magnetic moments is1R1z1R2z and 2R3z
2R4z. For the S sublattice @Co~2!# the relationship is
2S1z2S2z and 1S4z1S3z. The best fit of the D1B ex-
perimental pattern at 1.5 K is plotted in Fig. 9. The satura
magnetic moments of Co~1! and Co~2! are respectivelymz
53.39(7) mB and mz53.84(5) mB per cobalt ion. The
nuclear and magnetic discrepancy factors areRp51.88,
Rwp52.49,x
253.19,RBragg57.35, andRmag57.27.
The representation of the magnetic structure
Co2(OH)(PO4) is shown in Fig. 10. As previously indicated
the crystal structure consists of an arrangement of two ty
of entities linked by (PO4) tetrahedra sharing the corner
Co~1! trigonal bipyramidal dimers~sublatticeR! and Co~2!
octahedral chains~sublatticeS! parallels to thez direction
@see Fig. 10~a!#. In the magnetic structure both entities a
ferromagnetic along thez direction. In the xz plane the
dimers and chains are ferromagnetically coupled@Fig.
10~b!#, generating layers in which the magnetic moments
parallel. There are two types of ferromagnetic layers pla
in the unit cell, aty50 and 1/2, with their magnetic mo
ments disposed antiparallel between them stabilizing
three-dimensional antiferromagnetic order throughuOHu and
uPO4u groups. Although the refined model is overall antife
romagnetic, the arrangement of the magnetic moments
lows the existence of a strong ferromagnetic componen
the z direction. The values of the magnetic moments alo
thex andy directions were in the error limit of the measur
ments and were considered as negligible in the follow
refinements.
2. Thermal evolution of the ordered magnetic moments
The thermal evolution of the D1B neutron diffraction pa










11. The extra magnetic peaks appear below 71 K, which
be attributed to a three-dimensional antiferromagnetic ord
ing in the sample. The intensity of the magnetic reflectio
increases up to reach a maximum at around 40 K. Below
temperature the intensity is maintained constant up to 1.7
The dependence of the lattice parameters and volume
temperature is shown in Fig. 12. The thermal expansion
the lattice parameters in the temperature range 1.7–150
anisotropic. Theb parameter exhibits a great dispersion b
the tendency of the values is practically constant. Thea and
c parameters show different behaviors with temperature:~i!
Above 70 K, which is the temperature near the thre
dimensional magnetic ordering, thea andc parameters show
a positive dependence on temperature.~ii ! Between 70 and
20 K thea parameter decreases with decreasing tempera
whereas thec parameter shows a negative dependence w
temperature.~iii ! Below 20 K, where the spin glass behavi
is evidenced, it can be surprisingly observed that thea pa-
rameter slightly increases up to 1.7 K. In the case of thc
parameter the same tendency is followed in this tempera
range. Finally, the thermal evolution of the unit cell volum
indicates a slowly decrease up to 20 K followed by an
crease below this temperature which can be attributed to
competition of the increasing and decreasing trends of tha
andc parameters.
The thermal dependence of the ordered magnetic
ments is represented in Fig. 13. It can be observed that
three-dimensional magnetic order begins at 71 K being
ordering temperature similar in both sublattices~see Figs. 11
and 13!. The curves of the Co~1! and Co~2! moments rapidly
increase from 70 to approximately 50 K with a change in
slope at around 40 K. The magnetic moment for Co~2! ions
in the chains slowly increases with practically linear var
tion from 3.54(3)mB at 50 K to 3.84(4)mB at 2 K, reaching























SPIN-GLASS BEHAVIOR IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!dimer groups, the magnetic moment increases more qui
from 2.65(5)mB at 50 K to 3.39(5)mB close to 6 K where
the saturation value is reached~see Fig. 13!. Furthermore,
the refined magnetic moments of the Co~2! octahedral ions
are always higher than those of the Co~1! bipyramidal trigo-
nal geometry in all temperature ranges studied. The obse
differences can be attributed to the distinct crystal effects21 in
both sublattices together with the presence of the spin g
state.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The 4F ground state of isolated Co21 (3d7) in a purely
octahedral crystal field splits into two orbital triplets4T1 ,
4T2 , and one orbital
4A2 . Spin-orbit effects partially lift the
degeneracy of the4T1 triplet into oneG6 subspace, twoG8
subspaces, and oneG7 subspace, and the resonance for
FIG. 12. Refined cell parameters and volume
Co2(OH)(PO4) vs temperature from the D1B data between 1.7 a




lowest doublet (G6) is isotropic withg54.33.
24 The addition
of lower-symmetry crystal fields produces a further splitti
of the 4T1 triplet, giving six Kramer’s doublets, and in mos
cases it is found that the trace of theg tensor is close to the
cubic isotropic value;25 in the present case the averageg is
4.154. To understand this value we first consider the Co21
ions in a cubic symmetry do not change this value in o
approximation.
In the lower order one obtainsg from the matrix elements
of the Zeeman term in theG6 subspace of the
4T1 ground
triplet. The matrix elements of the orbital angular momentu
L within a T1 subspace are proportional to those of aP term,
but one should note that the excited term4P is also of the
4T1 symmetry, and is mixed by the cubic field with the
4T1
of the ground4F term. If we indicate two states of4F and
4P with f i andf i8 , respectively, such that they transform
the same way under the cubic group, the states of the gro
4T1 will be of the form af i1bf i8 .
26 The values of the
constantsa andb can be obtained26,27from the Racah param
eterB, and the crystal-field parameterDq, that take the val-
ues 875 and 720 cm21, respectively, in the Co2(OH)(PO4)
compound. With these values one obtainsa520.9820 and
b50.1886, and the proportionality constant of the angu
momentum isa521.5a21b2521.4110. Two further ef-
fects should be considered in the calculation of t
isotropic–g–tensor. One is the second-order contribution
the 4T2 states, that are separated byD85215B26Dq
57000 cm21 from the ground4T1 states, and the other is th
covalency between the Co and the neighboring O, descr
by several covalence factors,25,26 that reduce the matrix ele
ments of the orbital angular momentum and of the spin-o
interaction. Using a singleko for all these factors one obtain














where l52180 cm21 is the Co21 spin-orbit interaction.
With the parameters employed, this isotropicg tensor coin-
cides with the trace of the experimental one whenko
50.86. When one employs the parameters of Co MgO,24 viz.
d
FIG. 13. Thermal evolution of the ordered magnetic moments
Co~1! and Co~2! ions in Co2(OH)(PO4).6-9
s
te
J. M. ROJOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!FIG. 14. Exchange pathway
for Co2(OH)(PO4). Interactions
via ~a! and ~b! oxygen bridges of
edge-sharing,~b! and ~c! vertex












s isB5815 cm21 andDq5905 cm21, the following values are
obtained: a50.9811, b520.1933, a521.4063, D8
57953 cm21, andko50.86.
The magnetic study indicates the presence of an ove
three-dimensional antiferromagnetic order between C21
ions at around 70 K. The signal observed at about 15 K in
low field magnetization measurements together with the




of an anomaly, which looks to a spin-glass behavior, at t
temperature in the cobalt hydroxyphosphate. The thermal
pendence of the magnetic susceptibility of Co2(OH)(PO4)
shows a magnetic hysteresis between the ZFC and FC p
The FC and ZFC magnetization curves start to separat
around 13 K, where a weak irreversibility begins to devel
and magnetic correlation between magnetic moments











































































SPIN-GLASS BEHAVIOR IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!explained by the blocking of the magnetic moments in
paramagnetic state during the ZFC mode. Conversely, th
moments are aligned parallel to the applied field during
FC mode; this leads to a larger magnetization in that cas28
It is worth mentioning that the remanent magnetizationT
57 K changes its tendency, with an increase of'5% by
increasing the temperature up toT'13 K @see Fig. 5~a!#, this
temperature being the same as that corresponding to
maxima in the ZFC-FC magnetization measurements. M
netization under zero-field-cooled conditions falls below u
der field-cooled conditions at temperatures belowTf , a be-
havior observed in typical spin-glass materials. Although
canonical behavior associated with spin glasses, a con
FC magnetization while the ZFC magnetization drops tow
zero, is only observed below 7 K, the appearance of irrev
ibility just below the maximum in the low-field magnetiza
tion curve together with the shape of the ZFC and FC cur
confirm the spin-glass state suggesting a cooperative free
at 13 K. A careful analysis of the FC branch clearly reve
the existence of a sudden increase of the magnetization
low 22 K related, as we will see later, to the onset of t
freezing process of the surface spin glass. Moreover,
strong irreversibility associated with the blocking process
the magnetic ions (H,1 T) almost disappears for applie
fields of 1 T ~inset of Fig. 6! as it is expected when th
anisotropy field of the ions is surpassed and magnetic
ments are supposed to be saturated.
The presence of a spin-glass transition is also observe
the ac measurements from the data obtained at different
quencies and applied fields. The initial susceptibility at
lowest frequency measured~10 Hz! shows a cusp~Fig. 7!
which has been considered as the spin-glass freezing
perature (Tf'13 K). The maximum irreversibility decrease
in both (x8) and (x9) when the field increases and tends
disappear at aboutHdc'2000 Oe@see Fig. 7~c!#. This corre-
sponds to the fact that the magnetic energy becomes s
cient ~in a high field! to overcome the energy barrier~or
blocking temperature! between the possible equilibrium po
sitions of the magnetic moments. Moreover, the tempera
of the maximum of the ZFC curve increases with increas
fields, which is reminiscent of the behavior of spin glass
Furthermore, the magnetization shows a hysteresis loop
a nonzero remanent magnetization belowTf . These facts can
be considered as a clear evidence for the formation o
spin-glass state in Co2(OH)(PO4) with a freezing tempera
ture atTf'13 K. All these results obtained from the ma
netic measurements together with the no observation o
magnetic peak in the heat-capacity data at 13 K, where
broad anomaly in the magnetic specific heat appears
above this temperature~see Fig. 8! are a distinct feature of a
spin glass state with a static freezing temperature that
slightly dependent of the frequency,29,30and clearly indicates
that usual long-range spatial magnetic order does not o
at Tf , so it is a system with a spin-glass phase of nearly
K.
The magnetic behavior of Co2(OH)(PO4) shows the pres-
ence of two types of magnetic interactions:~i! three-
dimensional antiferromagnetic interactions which domin




































extrapolated negative Curie-Weiss temperature, and~ii ! fer-
romagnetic interactions at temperatures lower than 20
where the field-cooled magnetization~or susceptibility! in-
creases. This fact can be explained as due to the existen
ferromagnetic domains into an overall antiferromagnetic
havior which predominates at high temperatures. The
compensated moments caused by exchange interaction
tween the moments can be frozen below a block
temperature which their relaxation time (tm) corresponds to
the measuring time (t51/n) in ac susceptibility measure
ments. Although there is a distribution of blocking tempe
tures, the irreversibility appears below a peak, atTf , in the
ZFC magnetization measured in a low field or in the ac s
ceptibility. Depending on the interactions between the m
netic moments,Tf can be strongly~weak interactions! or
weakly ~strong interactions! dependent on the measurin
time. In Co2(OH)(PO4) the frequency shifts of the maxim
in thex8 susceptibility, within the experimental errors, yie
ratio DTf /@TfD(ln n)# of 0.0024 which is in good agreemen
with values previously reported for spin glasses.29,31 The
temperature dependence oftm may be described by the
Vogel-Fulcher law with a relaxation time characteristic
strong interactions and weak frequency dependence ofTf :
tm5to expF EakB~Tf2To!G . ~2!
As found experimentally for other spin glasses,32 tm diverges
at a temperatureTo which is smaller than the freezing tem
peratureTf . Assuming the variation of thex8 to a Gaussian
function around theTf and takingno5to
2151013 Hz,32 we
obtain reasonable fitting parametersTo513.6 K andEa /kB
520.4 K as compared to other data.31 Therefore, the fre-
quency dependence of theTf is well described by the Vogel
Fulcher law@see the inset in Fig. 7~b!# as correspond to a
spin-glass transition.
The magnetic structure of Co2(OH)(PO4) ~Fig. 10! con-
sists of ferromagnetic arrangements between the Co~2! octa-
hedral chains and Co~1! trigonal bipyramidal dimers within
xz plane with the magnetic moments along thez direction.
The magnetic interactions in each sublattice,@Co(2)O8#`
octahedral chains and@Co(1)2O8# dimeric units, together
with the interactions through theuOHu and phosphate group
give rise to a three-dimensional antiferromagnetic coupli
The explanation for the observation of markedly differe
saturated magnetic moments in Co2(OH)(PO4) with two
chemically similar Co21 cations must be based on the diffe
ences between the geometries around the two cation s
Spontaneous static ordering of the magnetic moments at
temperatures is caused by exchange interactions betwee
moments, making it energetically favorable for them to ali
either parallel or anti-parallel. Superexchange interacti
are well understood for a simple cation-anion-cation pathw
with interactions strongly antiferromagnetic for a linear 18
Co-O-Co bond angle and ferromagnetic for an angle of
with the crossover at around 100.6°. The higher value
served up to now for ferromagnetic interactions in Co~II !


















































































J. M. ROJOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 094406 ~2002!The magnetic structure of Co2(OH)(PO4) shows severa
exchange pathways34–36 ~see Fig. 14!: ~i! direct antiferro-
magnetic intradimeric interactions involvingdyz Co
21 orbit-
als from the Co~1! and Co~2! sublattices.~ii ! Superexchange
intradimer interactions via oxygen involving metaldx22y2
orbitals from edge-sharing both@Co(1)2O8# trigonal bipyra-
midal dimers and@Co(2)O8#` octahedra chains@see Figs.
14~a! and 14~b!#. These exchange pathways follow thez di-
rection where thec parameter increases with decreasing te
perature. The Co(1)2O8 and @Co(2)O8#` ‘‘sequences’’ with
angles of 92.5–93.5 and 102° respectively, favor ferrom
netic couplings.~iii ! Superexchange interactions through t
uOHu groups, Co~1!-O~4!H-Co~2!, between dimers and
chains. The exchange pathways follow they direction where
the b parameter is practically constant in all temperatu
range studied. The interactions concerning this direction
clearly antiferromagnetic with an exchange angle of 12
@see Fig. 14~c!#. ~iv! Ferromagnetic superexchange intera
tions between dimers and their neighbor chains, through
O~3! atoms, which are also ferromagnetically coupled@see
Fig. 14~c!#. The ferromagnetic interactions observed in thexz
plane, where thea parameter undergoes an unexpected
havior, are principally produced by the superexchange an
Co~1!-O~3!-Co~2!, that simultaneously involves, by symm
try, two exchange pathways with a value of 107°. This str
ing exchange angle, as far as we are aware, is the hi
angle found in the literature for a ferromagnetic exchan
pathway. Finally,~v! superexchange antiferromagnetic pa
ways through theuPO4u groups inuCoO5u-uPO4u-uCoO5u and
uCoO5u-uPO4u-uCoO6u sequence@see Figs. 14~b! and 14~c!#.
The uOHu groups and theuPO4u tetrahedra allow to propagat
the magnetic interactions giving rise to an antiferromagn
three-dimensional system.
The thermal variation of the magnetic moments indica
that a rapid ordering between 70 and 50 K is established@s e
Fig. 13#. At 50 K the Co~2! magnetic moments in the chain
reach approximately 90% of ordering, whereas the Co~1!
ions in the dimers only reach 75%. Below 20 K, the ma
netic moments of both sublattices are practically satura
with a difference between the ordered magnetic moment
approximately 10%. This difference could be attributed
the presence of two different causes~a! the distinct crystal
field effects in both sublattices or~b! the existence of a spin
glass state. Notwithstanding, both effects can act simu
neously. If we only consider the crystal electrical field, t
Co~II ! ions in each sublattice have ‘‘real’’ different magnet
moment as shown in Fig. 13, and in this case, we can
scribe our magnetic structure, strictly speaking, as ‘‘antif
rimagnetic’’ because each sublattice orders itself antife
magnetically. However, if the differences in the magne
moment are associated to the spin glass transition, on
fraction of the Co~1! moments periodically orders below th
Neel temperature and a certain percentage remains d
dered until the spin glass transition is reached becoming
domly freeze. In this framework, the values of the magne
moment extracted from the fitting to the diffraction patter
are ‘‘effective’’ magnetic moments in the ordered state. T
means that the Co~1! and Co~2! magnetic moments have th




























plained by considering that all the magnetic moments in
sublatticeS participate of the long range antiferromagne
order. However, in the sublatticeR, only 90% of Co~1! mo-
ments became ordered and the rest is contributing to
freezing processes. Because neither Co~1! nor Co~2! mag-
netic moments reach the full free-ion moment expected
Co~II ! we can consider that both effects are present: the c
tal field reducing the moment in both sublattices and
random freezing of Co~1! moments decreasing the ‘‘effec
tive’’ magnetic moment of the sublatticeR. Another interest-
ing point to be considered with respect to the freezing p
cesses is the existence of magnetic frustration in the C~1!
present in the dimers due to the existence of antiferrom
netic interactions between the Co~2! neighbor chains@see
Fig. 14~c!#.
On the other hand, it is worth mentioning the effect of t
Co~1!-O~3!-Co~2! angle in the magnetic behavior o
Co2(OH)(PO4). The value of this angle, 107°, does not u
dergo any variation with the temperature from room te
perature to 2 K. This angle can be considered as an ortho
nal ‘‘accidental’’ angle giving rise to the different dispositio
of the moments which is essential to install the competit
and ensure cooperativeness of the freezing process. The
crease in temperature below 20 K shows that these mom
can be regarded as a spin glass state. Preliminary resu
the arsenate Co2(OH)(AsO4) phase indicate a variation o
this angle from 114.5° at 300 K and 113° at 100 K. Below
K the magnetic structure is completely different and an
commensurate phase is observed. Considering all these
we finally propose that the anisotropy of Co21 ions, the frus-
tration of the Co~1! magnetic moments and the Co~1!-O~3!-
Co~2! angle play an important role in the presence of a sp
glass behavior in the Co2(OH)(PO4) ordered phase.
V. SUMMARY
Two anomalies of magnetic origin can be observed at
and 13 K in Co2(OH)PO4 by different magnetic technique
~dc and ac! as well as in thermal evolution of the cell param
eter. The anomaly at higher temperature is clearly due to
establishment of long-range antiferromagnetic order. The
sence of any distinguishing anomaly in the heat capacity
13 K as well as the fact that the magnetic structure does
change between 70 and 2 K, strongly support previous
dence in the magnetic measurements about the spin-g
nature of the low-temperature transition. Therefore, we
conclude than in Co2(OH)PO4 a spin-glass freezing coexists
with the long-range-antiferromagnetic order below 13
comprising the freezer moments, which correspond to Co~1!
ions along thez direction.
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